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Abstract: Since the 1960’s numerous papers have tried to answer the
question: How did the dinosaur soft tissue survive for eons/ millions of years?
For example a recent 2013 paper makes the claim suggesting that a chelation
of hemoglobin-based (HbFeII and HbFeIII), could have such like preserva-
tion qualities. Preserving dinosaur soft tissue for millions of years. However,
what is amiss in this 2013 paper is a lack of a necessary in depth compre-
hensive detailed explanation and description, as to ”how” the ostrich blood
vessels were preliminarily prepared ”before” the actual tests were done re-
sulting in the aforementioned claims. What has to be understood, is that
unless a complete understanding as to: how the ostrich vessels were prepared
”before” the actual tests were done, does not provide enough data so that
the entire experiment can be completed from beginning to end. In the event,
a scientist would like to repeat the entire experiment from beginning to end,
in order to test out the claims made in such like papers. Therefore, in this
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paper a ”preliminary theoretical preparation model”, is established for such
like testing conditions. Whereas avian blood vessels were removed from one
or more chickens (Gallus gallus domesticus) wings. Helping to establish a
preliminary theoretical preparation model guideline/protocol for testing out
such claims.

Key words: Dinosaur, Dinosaur Soft Tissue, Anastomosis, Microvascu-
lar.

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Micro vascular anastomosis involves the system of tiny blood vessels, in-
cluding capillaries, venules, and arterioles, that perfuse the body’s tissues,
that essentially is the anatomical communication between blood vessels by
means of collateral channels, especially when usual routes are obstructed.
However, applying the knowledge behind what is needed in understanding
micro vascular anastomosis, could have other benefits and applications. That
could provide new understandings, insights, and enlightenment. How? This
may be better understood by examining some of the claims of Schweitzer
et al [11]. Which states that dinosaur soft tissue has the capability of be-
ing preserved for millions of years. The way this is claimed by Schweitzer
to have been accomplished, is under certain conditions. For instance; when
dinosaurs died millions of years ago, that as their bodies deteriorated, the
blood mixed in with the dinosaur’s soft tissue. Causing a chelation of en-
riched Hemoglobin-based (HbFeII and HbFeIII). Therefore, once this oc-
curred, although the outside of a dinosaur bone essentially fossilized, inside
the dinosaur bone some of the dinosaur soft tissue was other wise able to be
preserved as claim in Schweitzer et al [11] .

So, if this is the case, than such an explanation and description as afore-
mentioned would seem to be an excellent scientific definition involving how
dinosaur soft tissue had the capability of being preserved in ”Deep Time”
for millions of years. Therefore, the claim is valid because further scientific
testing provided results proving the claim to be so. Correct? In order to
provide an answer to this question further assessment and examination is
needed as provided in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Ostrich blood vessels. (Author: Stewart, 2016

Figure 1 is a rendition illustration of ostrich blood vessels used in some
of the testing results in Schweitzer et al [11], claiming in two separate tests
that when Figure 1A ostrich blood vessels were incubated in only in the
(first test) distilled water anywhere from 3 to 5 days that the results were
that the blood vessels completely had deteriorated. That Figure 1A were
much lighter in color and that the blood vessels were not very thick at all.
Whereas, when Figure 1B was incubated in an enriched solution of HBFe for
a period of (30) days, that this preserved the ostrich blood vessels, and they
were much ”darker and thicker” in appearance. Therefore, this was the first
round of evidence that dinosaur soft tissue could be preserved in like manner
for millions of years. However, Schweitzer et al [11] went even further. Again
a second time they incubated ostrich blood vessels as seen in Figure 1A, and
in this second round of tests the ostrich blood vessels were incubated in only
distilled water for 3 (three) days. Again resulting in complete deterioration.
However, when it came to again incubating the ostrich blood vessels in an
enriched solution of HbFe, this time instead of incubating the ostrich blood
vessels for a period of only 30 (thirty) days, the blood vessels were incubated
for 2 (two) years instead. Therefore, also claiming a 200 (two hundred) fold
increase in the time that the ostrich blood vessels were again preserved as
seen in Figure 1B. Providing two strong tangible forms of scientific evidence,
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that chelation enriched HbFe in the dinosaur’s blood had the capability to
preserve dinosaur soft tissue in ”Deep Time”- for millions of years.

It is not the intent or purpose in this paper, to either prove or disprove
the theory and claims by Schweitzer et al [11]. However, it is the intentions,
aims, and goals of this paper to show a deficit in Schweitzer et al [11]. In
what way? That by not providing a deeper more detailed explanation and
description in Schweitzer et al [11] as to how the ostrich vessels were prepared
”before” the actual tests were done, does not provide enough data so that
the entire experiment can be completed from beginning to end. Why should
this be important?

The reason this is important is because in the event, a scientist or re-
searcher would want to test out some of these claims made by Schweitzer
et al [11], than if they had made an in depth and detailed explanation and
description as to ”how and to what extent” any and all tests were done
from beginning to end, would have provided a preliminary preparation test
model guideline and protocol. That could be followed and thereby allow any
scientist and/ or researcher needing/ wanting to know ”how Dr. Mary H.
Schweitzer and her team in [11], were not only able to come up with their sci-
entific conclusions and claims that they made in especially their 2013 paper.
This would have allowed a ”Testing Out” (per say) of at least the primary
claim made by Dr. Mary H. Schweitzer and her team that they made in
Schweitzer paper [11]. Which essentially is as follows:

• For instance using an example in the case of MOR 1125. Which involves
a Tyrannosaur rex (T-rex) femur. Schweitzer et al [11] claims that
when this T-rex died that as its body deteriorated and its blood mixed
in with the dinosaur’s soft tissue flesh on the inside and or around the
femur bone, and as the outside of the femur fossilized over millions of
years, that on the inside of the femur bone the dinosaur’s soft tissue
was able to be preserved for millions of years as well.

• In hypothesis and theory what Schweitzer et al [11] claims in their 2013
paper that while the outside of the T-rex dinosaur femur fossilized over
millions of years of time, that the T-Rex dinosaur soft tissue on the
inside of the T-rex dinosaur femur was able to be preserved for millions
of years.

• [1] continues to discuss that the way this happened and occurred was
that the T-rex femur soft tissue was mixed in a chelation of enriched
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HbFe from the T-rex’s blood, and that this was able to preserve the
T-rex dinosaur soft tissue on the inside of the T-rex femur until today
millions of years later in what is also known as: ”Deep Time”.

In order to prove and give evidence for the aforementioned hypothesis
and theory [11] should have provided an in depth comprehensive explanation
and description, as ”how and to what extent” any and all tests were done
from beginning to end. If this had been done, it would have allowed for
the primary claim of Schweitzer which is to be tested out. Being: ”that
an enriched chelation of HbFe has the capability of preserving dinosaur soft
tissue for millions of years in deep time”. However, this data was not provided
in Schweitzer et al [11]. Therefore, the primary claim cannot be tested out.

The primary reason that this claim of Schweitzer et al [11] cannot be tested
out is because what Dr. Mary H. Schweitzer and her team left out of the
2013 paper is: ”how and to what extent” any preliminary preparation of
the test examples were accomplished. In other words, Schweitzer et al [11]
does not provide any explanation or description as to what was done in the:
”preliminary preparation of the ostrich vessel test samples”.

More simply put: ”If allegedly Dr. Mary H. Schweitzer and her team would
have explained and described in Schweitzer et al [11] as to:”how and to what
extent” the ostrich blood vessels were preliminarily prepared ”before” other
tests occurred (as this paper is now providing). That all of this data com-
bined together would have been enough data so that if a scientists wanted to
repeat and duplicate the conditions and tests appropriately provided. That
by simply reading about this in Schweitzer’s paper the claims could have
been tested out. Thus, the bottom line being: ”that in being able to re-
peat and duplicate” any and all tests if they would have been made available
in Schweitzer’s paper, could have also been very scientifically beneficial for
Schweitzer et al [11] as well. Why and how”?

The reason being that ”if” Schweitzer et al [11] had provided all of the
data necessary-(including what is addressed and provided in this paper),
and in the event a scientist or researcher did ”test out the primary claim
using this data from Schweitzer, and ”if” the scientist/ researcher that was
testing out the primary claim of Schweitzer was able to come up with the
”same results” as claimed by Schweitzer, than this would have been a sci-
entific breakthrough. Why? Because it would not only had substantiated
and confirmed what Schweitzer was claiming, but it would have added even
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more credibility to Schweitzer in like manner. It would have given additional
consistent verification/ confirmation and corroborate from a secondary sci-
entific source that [Schweitzer’s primary claim that a chelation of HbFe iron
had the capability of preserving dinosaur soft tissue for millions of years as
claims [11].

However, on the other side of the proverbial coin: ”In the event a scientist
or researcher wanted to try to find data in Schweitzer et al [11] to test
out their primary claim as aforementioned and could not find enough data
needed to accomplish this-(which is the present status of Schweitzer), than
what this does-(as it does now), opens up a door of: ”doubt” about the
primary claim that Schweitzer makes. Because for such a primary claim to
be made, there should have been enough data provided in Schweitzer et al
[11] for the primary claim hypothesis and theory to be tested out if that ever
came up. However, the way it stands now that is not the case.

Here is a simpler analogy and example to get the point across. Simply put:

If a person told you about a cake, that was so delicious that just
to hear it described made you hungry for it and made your mouth
water, and you just had to try it, it would make sense, be logical,
and reasonable to get the cake recipe. However, it also would
make sense, be logical, and reasonable that you would need the
entire cake recipe from ”beginning to end”, in order for the cake
to turn out the way you previously envisioned it in your mind,
and how that made you hungry for it.

In like manner, it is essentially no different when it comes to the data that
should have been made available in Schweitzer et al [11]. In the sense that
the ”entire amount of enough data should have been provided and made
available in Schweitzer,that in the event a scientist wanted to repeat and
duplicate any test from beginning to end to test out the claims of Schweitzer
it could have been done. To determine if the primary claim of Schweitzer
is correct or not. However, Schweitzer leaves out the ”before” preliminary
preparation conditions of these tests. Without such data being provided, it
does not allow enough data in Schweitzer et al [11] for the primary claim to
be tested.

Therefore, this is the primary reason the author of this paper has written
it. So, that a ”preliminary preparation model guideline” may be provided. In
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case another scientist would like to test out the primary claim of Schweitzer
et al [11] that theoretically chelation of HbFe has the capability of preserving
dinosaur soft tissue for millions of years in ”deep time”.

Therefore, in this paper the author has figured out ”a way” as to how
and to what extent the ”preliminary preparation of the ostrich blood vessel
tested in Schweitzer et al [11] could have been prepared before other tests
discussed in Schweitzer’s paper were applied. Since this data is not discussed
in Schweitzer et al [11] it also did not allow for the primary claim to be tested
out. However, since this paper goes into a large amount of explanation and
discussion in how and to what extent that the primary claim can be tested,
than that is what is accomplished in this paper.

1.2 Some Examples of The Data Provided By Dr. Mary
H. Schweitzer and Her Team To Support Their
Primary Claim

All Schweitzer et al [11] basically states is that the ostrich vessels showed a
two-hundred fold increase over the vessels only tested in distilled water, that
this proves that dinosaur soft tissue from Mesozoic fossil bone could not be
explained by current chemical degradation models. However, although claims
of Schweitzer state iron particles Goethite (α-FeOOH) associated with soft
tissues recovered from two Mesozoic dinosaurs, Schweitzer et al [11] vaguely
gives explanation to some of the tests they claim that proves that dinosaur
soft tissue could be preserved for millions of years by a chelation of HbFe.

Schweitzer et al [11] also explains to some extent that by using transmission
electron microscopy, electron energy loss spectroscopy, micro-X-ray diffrac-
tion and Fe micro-X-ray absorption near-edge structure proved that Iron
chelators increased fossil tissue immunoreactivity. Thereby also increasing
multiple antibodies dramatically, suggesting a role for iron in both preserv-
ing and masking proteins in fossil tissues. However, Schweitzer still fails to
provide some of the smaller foundational necessities. Such as ”preliminary
preparation of the ostrich tissues ”before” the actual ostrich vessel tests.Even
though such is the case Schweitzer still makes the primary claim that the
evidence they present is all that is needed to prove their primary claim. Pre-
senting that the evidence they state in Schweitzer’s paper is enough to prove
their primary claim. Stating that just because Schweitzer did a series of
tests with ostrich blood vessels that because of these tests they prove that
chelation of HbFe has the capability of preserving dinosaur soft tissue for
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millions of years. They also claim that by performing two complete tests,
that this is the fundamental and foundational reasons as to why their ev-
idence will stand. Schweitzer et al [11] claims that by doing the following
tests that it is enough foundational evidence to prove their primary claim as
aforementioned.. The tests they performed are as follows:

1. Test Number One, parts A and B

• In the first test [11] states that they incubated ostrich blood vessels
in a distilled water solution for (5)-(five) days. That the ending
result was that the ostrich blood vessels completely deteriorated.
Whereas in (B),...

• Schweitzer et al [11] next states and claims that again they took
ostrich blood vessels and this time instead incubated them in an
enriched lysate solution of HbFe solution. The ending result was
that the ostrich blood vessels did not deteriorate, and were not
only darker but much thicker than the ostrich blood vessels incu-
bated in only distilled water for 5 (five) days in which they were
completely deteriorated. That this first test proves Schweitzer’s
et al [11] primary claim.

2. Test Number Two, parts A and B

• Again, [1] incubates more ostrich blood vessels in only distilled
water for 3 (three) days. The ending result is that they completely
deteriorated. Whereas in (B),...

• This time again Schweitzer et al [11] incubates the ostrich blood
vessels in an enriched HbFe lysate solution. However, this time not
just for 30 (thirty) days like Schweitzer et al [11] did in: ”Tests
Number One, part B”, but this time they incubate the ostrich
blood vessels for 2 (two) years in the enriched HbFe lysate solution.
So what was the ending result?

Schweitzer et al [11] claims that the ending result was that not only were
the ostrich blood vessels preserved better than ever before, but that they
were again much darker and thicker than the ostrich blood vessels only in-
cubated in distilled water for 3 (three) days. Next proclaiming in Schweitzer
et al [11] that because the blood vessels incubated in a enriched HbFe lysate
solution lasted in a preserved state for 2 (two) years compared to the ostrich
blood vessels that only lasted for 3 (three) days when incubated in only dis-
tilled water which completely deteriorated, that this was at least a 240 (two
hundred forty) fold increase.
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Therefore this was the ultimate foundational truth giving final evidence
that because the ostrich blood vessels lasted 2 (two) years when incubated in
an enriched HbFe lysate solution, this proves than that dinosaur soft tissue
could also be preserved for millions of years until today in 2016 and into the
future as well.

1.2.1 Other Reasons Schweitzer et al [11] Claims Why An En-
riched HbFe Lysate Solution Has The Capability of Pre-
serving Dinosaur Soft Tissue For Millions of Years

Schweitzer et al [11] also mentions a number of other reasons as to why
an enriched HbFe lysate solution has the capability to preserve dinosaur soft
tissue for millions of years. However, Schweitzer should have used a series
of more complex explanations and descriptions as to how these experiments
were prepared in detail. Because without proper additional in depth ex-
planation and description as to how the preliminary testing conditions were
accomplished could also allow another paper to come along and claim that
without knowing what the preliminary testing conditions were, that this
could open up claims that there could have been : ”cross-contamination” of
the test samples. Therefore, invalidating some of the claims and evidence as
claimed in Schweitzer’s paper. Thus, if the claims cannot stand up to these
types of scrutiny and questions, than the claims and evidence of Schweitzer
et al [11] claims could be discerned to be less than what is stated.

In this specific case when the fundamental preparation of the test samples
of the ostrich blood vessels was prepared all Schweitzer et al [11] states for
example is:

When extant, post-mortem ostrich blood vessels were incubated
in a red blood cell lysate rich in solubilized HbFe, iron deposits
formed quickly and these materials have resisted tissue degra-
dation for many months at room temperature with no further
treatment 1. We also compared vessels in aerobic or hypoxic con-
ditions and found that tissues incubated in HbFe in the presence
of dioxygen displayed the greatest stability and longevity, to date
more than 2 years.

So what types of points should have Schweitzer et al [11] covered in their
paper that would have added more data to make the preliminary test condi-
tions more credible? Here are a few examples:

1Supplemental Materials Video at https://youtu.be/r5qSd5dqTZo.
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1. For instance; when checking any of the electronic summary material
that Schweitzer et al [11] has posted it does not state where the ostrich
vessels were purchased or obtained from.

2. Nor does it refer to the fact as to how long the ostrich vessels were
stored, or how they were prepared, etc.

3. The next question that could be asked is: ”Did Dr. Mary H. Schweitzer
and her team and the claims they make in Schweitzer et al [11] could
have further explained and described is were the ostrich blood vessels
removed from a dead ostrich corpse they obtained or were the ostrich
blood vessels obtained from a professional source. If so, where? Or did
they get them from a scientific source?

4. Nor is it mentioned as to the previous preliminary research conditions.
All of such like information being vague and not known around the
actual paper claims, and the conditions is not enough data to depend
on to be able to repeat and duplicate test conditions in order to test
out the primary claim.

5. To simply provide previous data from other papers does not allow other
scientists to repeat the experiment for themselves in order to essentially
test out the claims hypothesis and theory. Or to discover additional
data that may had been missed. There is also no explanation as to
why ostrich blood vessels were used opposed to why other type of avian
blood vessel could have been used instead.

What needs to be understood, is that unless a complete understanding as
to: ”how the ostrich vessels were prepared ”before” the actual tests were
done”, does not provide enough data so that the entire experiment can be
completed from beginning to end. In order to test out the claims made in such
like papers. Therefore, in this paper a: ”preliminary theoretical preparation
model guideline and protocol” is established for such like testing conditions.
Whereas avian blood vessels were removed from one or more chicken (Gallus
gallus domesticus) wings. This helps to establish a: ”preliminary theoreti-
cal preparation model guideline” for future testing of the primary claim in
Schweitzer et al [11]. That dinosaur soft tissue has the capability of preserv-
ing dinosaur soft tissue for millions of years because of the enriched HbFe
lysate solution.
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1.3 Why Did Schweitzer et al [11] Specifically Use
Avian Ostrich Blood Vessels Verses Using Other
Types of Available Avian Blood Vessels?

Why did Schweitzer et al [11] specifically use avian ostrich blood vessels
verses using other types of available avian blood vessels instead? Was there
some type of special interacting properties in using avian ostrich blood ves-
sels, that added extra preservation to the ostrich blood vessels verses any
other type of avian blood vessels that could have been used instead?

No, it seems that one of the reasons this may have been done is because
ostrich blood vessels and remains are thought to have been previously mixed
into the ancient remains of the T-rex dinosaur where it is claimed had soft
tissue preservation lasting millions of years. Some of these questions may be
able to be answered in Bern et al [2] which analytically confirmed the presence
of avian-type proteins in the same T-rex fossils soft tissue that Schweitzer
et al [11] discovered and worked with. However, instead of suggesting these
were original T-rex proteins, Bern et al [2] offers alternative explanations
such as:

These alternatives include suggestions that cosmetics accidentally
contaminated the samples, traces of ostrich bone proteins lingered
in the mass spectrometer, or ”a bird died on top of the T. rex
excavation” site Bern et al [2]. Are they suggesting all dinosaur
specimens have been contaminated with cosmetics or that all the
mass spectrometers retained traces of avian samples?

Ruppel [9] and Schweitzer et al [10] suggest a bird also died
on this excavation site? The extremity of these suggestions (even
willingness to assume poor lab technique) demonstrates that the
evolution paradigm provides fertile grounds to eagerly consider
virtually any idea other than dinosaur fossils are young.

It is interesting to note that when studying the situation, it is brought to
the reader’s attention and observation that when it comes to the: ”Ostrich
remains and bone proteins” contaminated as discussed in Ruppel [9], and
further discussed in Schweitzer et al [10], which discusses the situation in
greater detail, it provides additional information that the mass spectrometer
had retained enough avian samples to contaminate the remains of the T-
rex samples. As Dr. Schweitzer had worked on, presented, and discussed
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in Schweitzer et al [10]. Where it also mentions quote/ means: ”That an
ostrich must have died on top of a dinosaur skeleton”.

However, again, how could this be when both of these animals bodies
would have been supposedly separated by millions of years of different levels
of evolutionary geological strata? In other words paleontologists suggest that
the earliest evolutionary ostrich died about seven million years ago, whereas
T-rex is thought to have died about 65 to 68 millions years ago.

So, with this many years apart in the evolutionary chain how could the
earliest known evolutionary ostrich die on top of a T-rex skeleton when likely
many feet of hardened earth would have separated them from even being able
to make contact with each other’s remains? Therefore, how could this happen
in the first place? There are many pro and con questions that could be asked.
Therefore, the claims made in Schweitzer et al [11] involving and asking all
of the aforementioned questions, and also as to why Dr. Schweitzer and her
team used avian ostrich blood vessels in their test may have been for reasons
previously mentioned.

2 Materials and Methods

The eventual goal this paper is to demonstrate to what degree Schweitzer
et al [11] should have explained and described the preliminary necessary steps
in preparation of the ostrich vessels before they were tested. However, that
was not followed through with.

Therefore, in this paper a preliminary preparation model will help to es-
tablish (as a guideline), ”how” any future blood vessels should be prepared
as a generalized consensus and guideline ”before” actual test are performed..
Or if the claims of Schweitzer et al [11] are to be tested out. This paper is
the predecessor of the next paper that will be able to determine what: ”pre-
liminary simple procedural steps need to be taken, in order to remove part of
the microvascular system of chicken (Gallus gallus domesticus) wing.” This
is the first and goal of this paper. However, this paper is also accomplish a
secondary goal. Also helping to determine:

1. That the vantage point in being able to obtain and specifically use
avian related ostrich blood vessels is much harder to accomplish than
simply obtaining from a market blood vessels from a chicken (Gallus
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gallus domesticus) wing. Which may be easily attained in the United
States of America, at ant grocery store or market.

2. Once this paper establishes a: ”preliminary theoretical preparation
model” for such testing conditions”. Verses the (chicken wing) blood
vessel tests revealing the results, that were incubated in a lysed HbFe
enriched solution for thirty days. What will be the outcome?

2.1 Materials, Methods/ Discussion Establishing A Pre-
liminary Preparation Model, and Should The Chicken
Wing Blood Vessels Be Microwaved Or Not

Similar fundamental requirements to help establish a preliminary theo-
retical preparation model for the testing of in these chicken (Gallus gallus
domesticus) wing blood vessels may be found in Kim et al [7]. Whereas some
of the primary differences between Kim’s paper and this paper is that Kim’s
paper obtains the (chicken wing) from a market. However, (according to
Kim’s paper) the chicken wings used in that peer reviewed paper were: ”mi-
cro waved after the chicken were taken out of a refrigerator and the scientists
performed any of their tests mentioned in Kim et al [7].

However, although the peer reviewers and the publisher of Kim et al [7]
believed that when the authors of this paper ”microwaved” the chickens
”before” performing any tests for their paper that it would and did not
affect the outcome/ results of the tests, this may have been perfectly alright
to do this.

However, the this Author chose not to microwave any of the chickens, and/
or chicken wings used in the ”preliminary preparation conditions that this
paper is referring to and discussing). Why did the author of this paper choose
not to microwave (ahead of time), any of the chickens, and/ or chicken wings
from where the blood vessels would be removed and used in any of these tests
mentioned in this paper? The reasons are:

1. The first and primary reason the (author of this paper) chose not to
microwave any of the (chickens and/ or chicken wings used for testing
in this paper, is because there is no previous scientific case study, to
determine (if and when any), to what extent and how the chicken wings
may or may not be affected if they are micro waved and then and next
used for any of the tests in this paper). Therefore, because there is no
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known scientific data on this (the author of this paper) simply chose
not to microwave the chickens and/ or chicken wings that were used in
the tests in writing this paper.

2. (The author of this paper) also believes in the old proverbial saying:
”That it is better to be safe than sorry”. In other words further mean-
ing; ”That until it can be scientifically tested out, and published in a
peer reviewed paper, as to ”how and to what extent” (if any), that by
micro waving any chicken, chicken wing, (or for that matter), any other
type of organic animal tissue), what type of an affect (it may or may
not have), upon any (avian) and/ or animal tissue. Which may or may
not affect the outcome of any test results”. Therefore, (the author of
this paper) believed it to be a discreet and prudent decision it best not
to microwave any of the chickens, and/ or chicken wings used in any of
the tests in which this paper is written about.

Whereas instead in an: ”aire of caution”, (the author of this paper) thought
it best to simply: ”Purchase Fresh Raw Chicken Wing(s) From A Local
Market”. Where the chicken (Gallus gallus domesticus) wing blood vessels
were obtained. Once purchased to next place them into a freezer. When
needed take the chickens out of the freezer allowing them to thaw. Once
thawed, next place them temporarily into a refrigerator until needed for the
tests mentioned in the paper you are now reading.

3 Laboratory Preparation Guidelines and Pro-

tocols

3.1 Standard Laboratory Preparation and Safety Pre-
cautions Adhered To ”Before and After” The Re-
moval of Sections of the Chicken (Gallus gallus
domesticus) Wing Blood Vessels Took Place

Any and all disinfecting and decontamination standard necessary experi-
mental and laboratory procedures and protocols were followed through with,
according to what is discussed in reference [3]. Furthermore, and two prac-
tice/ dry runs sessions were followed through with first as explained and
described below. All of the micro-instruments used in this procedure was
disinfected three times before and after the laboratory experiments A disin-
fectant soap was also used to wash hands three times before the experiment
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Utilization of latex gloves was also used as an extra precautionary measure as
well. After the experiment was over the latex gloves were removed and dis-
posed of. As a safety and precautionary measure, hands were again washed
three times with disinfectant soap.

Again a second time, after the experiment, disinfection of the entire work
area was followed through with. Using a disinfectant such as 10% bleach or
70% ethanol solution, to wipe down benches, and work areas both before and
after working with the experiment was also applied. If and when applicable
(if any), all equipment, including any and all utensils used in the actual
experiments, and other types of equipment, was disinfected three times.

Which also includes media, tubes, plates, or containers that would be used
to contain any sections of the chicken (Gallus gallus domesticus) wing blood
vessels section removed from the chicken wings). However, the containers
were also dried out before any sections of the blood vessels were placed in
one or more containers which would hold the chicken wing blood vessel sec-
tions incubated in only distilled water between 3 to 5 (three to five) days,
depending on the testing conditions per each test performed. Or, used for in-
cubating the chicken wing blood vessel sections in an enriched chicken blood
HbFe solution lysate for a period of 30 (thirty) days. To help determine if
these chicken wing blood vessel sections had the capability preserving the
chicken wing blood vessels or not, according to and as claimed in Schweitzer
et al [11].

3.2 Decontamination, Clean-up and Disposal

When the experiment was completed. Again as aforementioned once the
experiments were completed, decontamination of any plates-etc is attained as
aforementioned in this paper as also followed through with as also discussed,
explained, and described following: ”Standard Laboratory Disinfectant and
Decontamination Procedures”, as discussed in reference [3].

After the experiment decontamination was attained by using household
bleach at 10% strength. The decontamination solution was made by 10%
bleach solution by mixing one part of regular laundry bleach (e.g. Clorox R)
with 9 parts of water. Other general common household cleaning reagents
are also effective at decontaminating bacteria, and can be used. Any and all
applicable materials were also decontaminated by allowing them to soak for
at least an hour. The sterilized, decontaminated plates, were then disposed of
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into the your regular household refuse container. But only after sterilization,
as described, was complete.

3.3 Utensils Used In The Preliminary Preparation Model
Guideline Protocol Tests

As part of the tests in the preliminary preparation of the chicken wings
and ”how” the chicken wing blood vessels were to be removed for testing, it is
also essentially and fundamentally important to know exactly what sterile/
disinfected physical utensils were used to remove the chicken wing blood
vessel sections. That would be submitted to several types of laboratory
testing conditions. These are as follows:

Figure 2: Dissection Tools. (Author: Wikimedia Commons - GFDL, 2006)

The micro-instruments used (Figure 2) included were (right) one pair of
stainless steel micro scissors, as seen and depicted in the Figure 2. In the
center, depicts two pairs of stainless steel slant tipped tweezers.The stainless
steel micro scissors were used to make an initial incision through and down
into both the chicken wing epidermis and dermis integument, consisting of
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epidermal dendritic cells. The initial incision also extended down into chicken
wing muscle tissue. Where a total of approximately 8 to 10 (eight to ten)
sections of what is known as the middle cerebral artery cortical branch of this
chicken wing’s microvasular system, was removed for the tests mentioned in
this paper.

Each section of the chicken wing blood vessel removed was approximately
1.0 to 1.5 mm in diameter, and was about 6.5 to 8.0 mm in length as well. The
pair of stainless steel slant tipped tweezers were used to help hold the chicken
wing blood vessels as they were removed from the each chicken wing for
testing. Both the stainless steel micro scissors and tweezers were disinfected
twice before being used again on another chicken wing to remove anymore
blood vessels for these tests. As an additional precautionary measure in order
to remove more blood vessels for additional tests under the best preliminary
and actual test conditions possible.

As a precautionary measure new sterile plastic elastic gloves were used in
the removal of any chicken wing blood vessels removed per chicken wing.
Once this was accomplished, the plastic gloves were removed and properly
disposed of in a refuse container. Next, hands were rewashed with a disinfec-
tant soap, and a new pair of sterile plastic elastic gloves were worn to remove
the chicken blood vessels from the next chicken wing to be tested.

Both of the stainless steel micro scissors and stainless steel slant tipped
tweezers were also disinfected twice before any reuse for any additional re-
moval of chicken blood vessels from additional chicken wings.

3.4 The Use of Standard Laboratory Sterile Pasteur
Pipette (Eye Dropper)

Figure 3 of a standard scientific laboratory sterile Pasteur pipette (eye
dropper) as further discussed by Dr. Lloyd [8] were used to dispense each
solution needed per test on the chiken (Gallus gallus domesticus) wing blood
vessels tests. Which are explained and described in great detail in this paper
2. After the an eye dropper was used only once, it was then placed into
a separate small plastic bag and disposed of in a refuse container. In the

2A separate individual sterile eye dropper was used only once to dispense any of the
test solutions needed in any of the chicken wing blood vessels tests. Which were used in
the preliminary preparation, and/ or applications of the chicken wing blood vessel tests
mentioned in this paper.
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Figure 3: Pasteur pipette (eye dropper) (Author: Glass Dynamics Inc.)

event, if and when any, there was a need to: repeat a any specific applicable
test (mentioned in this paper), and in the event more testing solution was
needed to dispense the test solution, than a new standard scientific laboratory
sterile eyedropper was used only once, and was discarded appropriately into
a refuse container as aforementioned. The standard scientific laboratory eye
droppers were used to dispense the needed solution in these chicken wing
tests as follows:

4 Fundamental Data About The Use of a Stan-

dard Laboratory Sterile Pasteur Pipette (Eye

Dropper)

1. Chicken Wing Blood Vessel Incubated In SAE-30 Refined Petroleum
Test. The sterile eyedropper used in the first chicken wing blood ves-
sel test involved needing 3 (three) drops of SAE-30 weight refined
petroleum motor oil. According to Dr. Lloyd [8] each drop of this
solution would be equal to 0.05 ml per drop used 3. Since a total of

3A standard eyedropper dispenses 0.05 ml per drop, meaning there are 20 drops in
1 milliliter of solution in an standard eye dropper. 3 drops were used in tests involving
distilled water, and a separate sterile eye dropper was used when dispensing into a separate
container 3 drops of chicken blood enriched HbFe solution into which the chicken wing
blood vessel was placed, for that part of the 30 day incubation test(s) as well [8].
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3 (three) drops were needed for this test, than this would also mean
a total of 0.15 ml of SAE-30 weight refined petroleum motor oil was
dispensed into a separate sterile container for this test. In which a sec-
tion of a chicken wing blood vessel measuring approximately 1.0 to1.5
mm in diameter, and about 6.5-8.0 mm in length was placed into this
solution. However, what was the purpose of this first test using SAE-30
weight refined motor oil?

The intent and purpose of this specific test was to determine if other
types of solutions other than just the claimed enriched HbFe solution
had any type of potential preserving properties as well. The results of
this test will be revealed into the very near future in the next paper
from the author(s) on this subject.

2. Chicken Wing Blood Vessels Incubated In Only Distilled Water For 5
Days Test. Again, two separate tests were performed. A total volume
of 0.15 ml of only distilled water was dispensed with a new sterile
eye dropper into two individual sterile containers. One section each of
a chicken wing blood vessel measuring approximately 1.0 to 1.5 mm
in diameter and approximately 6.5-8.0 mm in length was individually
placed into the distilled water solution. The lids to the two separate
containers were next put on to the containers. The chicken wing blood
vessels were allowed a total detention time of 5 days to incubate in the
distilled water solution at room temperature. The results of these tests
will be revealed into the very near future in the author(s) next paper
on this subject.

3. Chicken Wing Blood Vessels Incubated In Only Distilled Water For 3
Days. Similar as outlined in the distilled water tests aforementioned
in the two first tests, the chicken wing blood vessels in these next two
tests were also incubated for a period of 3 (three) days as well at room
temperature. The results of these tests will be revealed into the very
near future in the author(s) next paper on this subject.

4. Chicken Wing Blood Vessel Incubated In An Enriched HbFe Lysed
Solution For 30 (Thirty) Days

Again, two separate tests were performed. A total volume of 0.15 ml
of (chicken blood)enriched HbFe solution was dispensed with a new sterile
eyedropper being used for each individual sterile containers. One section each
of a chicken wing blood vessel measuring approximately 1.0 to 1.5 mm in
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diameter and approximately 6.5 to 8.0 mm in length was individually placed
into each of the two containers that had 0.15 ml of the (chicken blood)
enriched HbFe solution in them at room temperature once the lids were
placed securely on the containers. Next they were left to incubate for a
period of 30 (thirty) days. In order to determine ”if” this would be able to
preserve the chicken wing blood vessels as also claimed in Schweitzer et al
[11]. The results of these two tests will be revealed into the very near future
in the author(s) next paper on this subject.

5 Use of The Angstrom-Microscope (AM)

Utilization of the Angstrom-Microscope (AM) was used at a minimum
magnification power levels at 10x and 30x. However, the 10x magnification
level was primarily used, when simply assessing exactly where to remove
blood vessels from the chicken wings.

6 Objective and How The ChickenWing Blood

vessels Were Prepared and Extracted From

The Chicken Wings

The raw fresh chicken wings were purchased from a local market (Figure 4).
A total of six chickens were purchased from a local grocery market. A portion
of chicken wings were removed from the chickens. That were approximately
eight to ten weeks old. Each chicken weighed 1.5 to 1.8 kg each.

At the time of purchase, the chicken wings were temporarily kept in a
freezer. However,once the experiments were ready to be conducted the frozen
chicken wings were thawed together, to be used at the same time. Once
extracted, the blood vessels were kept in a refrigerator. The Author made
it a definite point to take the time and pre-practice three times with these
blood vessels”before” any actual experiments took place.

Next incisions were made to the outer epidermis of the portion of the
chicken wing as seen in Figure 4, where the yellow arrow points to marked (A)
represents the middle cerebral artery cortical branch of this chicken wing’s
microvascular system. This is also where this blood vessel (artery) was re-
moved from the chicken wings. A total of as many as 12 small chicken
wing blood vessel sections were removed/extracted from the chicken wings
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Figure 4: Chicken wing (Author: Stewart, 2016

for testing purposes. Each section measured as aforementioned about 1.0 to
1.5 mm in diameter, and were also about 6.5 to 8.0 mm in length. Each of
these sections were individually placed into its own separate container for
the experiments/ tests.

7 Further Discussion

What has been previously explained and described in a great amount of
in depth comprehensive detail in this paper now provides a ”preliminary
theoretical preparation model guideline and protocol” as to ”how and to
what extent” the ostrich blood vessels should have been additionally tested
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in Schweitzer et al [11]. So, that in the event a scientist or researcher would
want to test out the primary claim of Schweitzer et al [11] that: HbFe ”has
the capability of preserving dinosaur soft tissue for millions of years.This is
also a suggestive preliminary preparation model that Schweitzer et al [11]
should have used and provided in their paper, but failed to do so.

Papers like Schweitzer et al [11] have a responsibility and obligation to
provide enough data in their papers, so that their claims can be repeated,
duplicated, and tested out to see if what they claim is correct or not. This
is the way it is supposed to be done in the peer review scientific evaluation
and assessment process.

In other words, if an author writes a paper and in the event it is approved
for publication by a peer reviewed journal whatever the author(s) claim in
that paper should be able to be repeated, duplicated, and tested out to see
if the claim is valid or not. Or even when a scientist writes a peer reviewed
paper and it is published if someone disagrees with any of the claims made
in that paper, than under such conditions the scientifically accepted way to
improve upon the claims that the previous paper stated, can be improved
upon by a new paper being written on the same type of subject.

This is a long standing scientifically accepted way to improve upon any-
thing written on any subject involving a previous paper. However, in the
event a previous paper does not provide enough data for the claim to be re-
peated, duplicated, and tested out, than another paper has the right to appro-
priately show where the previous paper was incorrect about their claims(s).
Therefore, this is what this paper has fundamentally accomplished. In this
case not providing enough preliminary and test preparation data so the pri-
mary claim that chelation of HbFe that was in the blood of dinosaurs has
the capability of preserving the dinosaur soft tissue for millions of years until
today.

8 Conclusion

Therefore, although Kim et al [7] provides some of the basic principles for
this paper, it is further discussed and applied to in Abla et al [1]. Which
also uses Kim et al [7] and Abla et al [1] in helping to establish some of the
fundamental principles in also using turkey and chicken wing brachial artery
models for microvascular anastomosis training. Which also involves Dou-
glas & Mackay et al [4]. Micro vascular surgical training models. However,
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Hwang et al [5] demonstrates superficial temporal artery to middle cerebral
artery bypass in acute ischemic stroke and stroke in progress. Where as a
bibliographical additional reference Hwang et al [6] makes a comparison of
different micro anastomosis training models: model accuracy and practical-
ity.

However, this article, additionally provides:

1. An effective preliminary theoretical preparation model guideline/ pro-
tocol to follow through with, ”before” any attempts for future experi-
mentation in trying to prove and/or making a claim that dinosaur soft
tissue still in existence today is a result of being preserved for millions
of years because of an HbFe chelation of the dinosaur soft tissue.

2. It also provides the semi-completion of the scientific applicable exper-
iment itself. In the fact that as many as 12 (twelve) or sections of
the chicken wing’s middle cerebral artery cortical branch of the chicken
wing’s microvasular system was extracted measuring about 1.0 to 1.5
mm in diameter and about 6.5 to 8.0 mm in length each was extracted
from a number of chicken wings. Where they were all subjected to dif-
ferent tests. To help determine if Schweitzer et al [11] primary claim is
correct. Stating that when the ostrich blood vessels were incubated in
an enriched HbFe solution, that because they were allegedly preserved,
than this is proof that dinosaur soft tissue under similar conditions
can be preserved for millions of years in deep time as well. However,
whereas whatever this paper is not able to additionally explain and de-
scribe because of the limitation of space in the pages of this paper will
be additionally explained in even greater depth and detail as explained
and described in the supplemental materials video4. The author(s) of
the next near future paper will reveal the results of the tests performed
in this paper you are now reading.
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